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ABSTRACT: 
More novel applications were created on cloud platform while numerous traditional applications are moreover 

considering cloud-ward move that includes applications of content distribution applications. Several projects 

were emerged in the recent years that explore migration of services into cloud platform.  Two important tasks 

are concerned for a move to transfer contents towards cloud storage, and to allocate web service load towards 

cloud-based web services. In our work we design dynamic control algorithm to place contents and dispatch 

requests within a hybrid cloud system spanning geo-distributed data centres that reduces general operational 

expenditure ultimately, subject to the constraints of service response time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 
 

The platform of cloud by  several, distributed data 

centres is best to host such service, by considerable 

advantages above traditional private or else public 

content distribution network basis solution, 

regarding agility as well as significant cost 

decrease regarding machines, bandwidth as well as 

management. To exploiting diversity of electricity 

costs and to make available service proximity for 

users in various regions, a cloud service regularly 

span numerous data centres over globe [1].   Such a 

way, providers of application can spotlight their 

business on content provisioning, to a certain extent 

than IT infrastructure preservation. Two key 

components exist within distinctive content 

distribution application, specifically back-end 

storage for managing of contents, as well as front-

end web services to serve requests. Both are 

migrated to cloud contents are stored within storage 

servers within cloud, and requests are distributed 

towards cloud-based web services. We make 

design of dynamic control algorithm to place 

contents and dispatch requests within a hybrid 

cloud system spanning geo-distributed data centres 

that reduces general operational expenditure 

ultimately, subject to the constraints of service 

response time. Hence the important challenge for 

cloud-ward move of content distribution 

application is efficient replication of contents and 

sends off requests across numerous cloud data 

centres, in addition to provider’s existing private 

cloud, with the intention that superior service 

response time is assured and only modest 

functioning expenditure is incurred [2][3]. By 

means of utilizing of Lyapunov optimization 

methods  which provides a structure for scheming 

algorithms by performance arbitrarily close to best 

possible performance above a long run of system, 

devoid of need for any future data.  

 

2. METHODOLOGY: 

The main issue is to make the most of the cloud in 

addition to application provider existing private 

cloud, to provide unpredictable requests by service 

response time assurance constantly, though 

incurring least operational cost.  While it might not 

be too hard to design a simple heuristic, proposing 

one by assured cost optimality over long run of 

system comprises an unapproachable challenge. It 

might not be too tough to design an easy heuristic 

for dynamic content placement as well as load 

distribution within hybrid cloud; on the other hand, 

proposing one with assurance of cost optimality 

above long run of system, is an interesting yet 

unapproachable challenge, particularly when 

arbitrary arrival rates regarding requests are 

considered. Some of the traditional works have 

advocated best possible application migration to 

clouds; however none of them focus on assuring of 

cost minimization by dynamic algorithm. The 

elastic as well as on-demand nature of resource 

provisioning has made the technology of cloud 

computing striking to providers of different 

applications. As an important group of accepted 

Internet services, the applications of content 

distribution features huge volumes of contents as 

well as demands that are extremely active in 

temporal domain.  By utilizing Lyapunov 

optimization methods we make design of dynamic 

control algorithm to place contents and dispatch 

requests within a hybrid cloud system spanning 

geo-distributed data centres that reduces general 

operational expenditure ultimately, subject to the 

constraints of service response time. Lyapunov 

optimization was developed from stochastic theory 
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of network optimization and was been functional in 

routing as well as channel allocation within 

wireless networks in addition to few other types of 

networks that includes peer-to-peer networks [4]. 

 

 

3. AN OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

In our work we provide a generic optimization 

structure for active cost-minimizing migration of 

content distribution services into a hybrid cloud. 

Our design is rooted within Lyapunov optimization 

theory in which cost minimization as well as 

response time assurance is attained simultaneously 

by practical scheduling of content migration as well 

as request dispatching among data centres. Some 

works have focused on migration of specific types 

of content delivery services onto cloud systems. 

Some of the efforts were been put into migration of 

generic content delivery services onto clouds [5]. 

This theory was developed from stochastic theory 

of network optimization and was been functional in 

routing as well as channel allocation within 

wireless networks in addition to few other types of 

networks that includes peer-to-peer networks. This 

optimization theory provides a structure for 

scheming algorithms by performance arbitrarily 

close to best possible performance above a long run 

of system, devoid of need for any future data. It 

was broadly used in routing as well as channel 

allocation within wireless networks and has simply 

been introduced to deal with resource allocation 

exertions in a not many other types of networks. 

We adapt Lyapunov optimization techniques of 

hybrid cloud, to jointly resolve best possible 

content replication as well as load distribution 

problems. Two important components exist within 

distinctive content distribution application, 

specifically back-end storage for managing of 

contents, as well as front-end web services to serve 

requests and both are migrated to cloud contents 

stored within storage servers within cloud, and 

requests are distributed towards cloud-based web 

services. In our work we make a consideration of a 

typical content distribution application that offers a 

collection of contents towards users spreading 

above numerous geographical regions. There is a 

private cloud that is owned by provider of content 

distribution application that store up actual copies 

of the entire contents. The private cloud contains an 

upload bandwidth for serving of contents towards 

users. There is a public cloud that includes data 

centers which are located in numerous geographical 

regions,. One data centre resides within each 

region. There are two kinds of inter-connected 

servers in every data centre such as storage servers 

in support of data storage, as well as computing 

servers that manages running as well as 

provisioning of virtual machines. Servers within 

similar data center can permit each other by means 

of a certain data centre network. The most 

important components of the application of content 

distribution includes back-end storage of t contents 

as well as front-end web service that serves makes 

use of requests for contents. The provider of 

application may transfer service components into 

public cloud. Contents are replicated within storage 

servers within cloud, though requests are 

dispatched towards web services which are 

installed on virtual machines on computing servers. 

Our intention is to propose a dynamic, optimal 

algorithm for application provider to intentionally 

make decisions for service migration into hybrid 

cloud structural design. The objective is to follow 

the least operational cost for application provider 

over time, while making sure of service quality 

concerning content distribution [6]. The provider of 

content distribution application wishes to provide 

its service by means of utilizing hybrid cloud 

construction that includes geo-distributed public 

cloud as well as its private cloud.  

 
Fig1: an overview of proposed system 

 

4. CONCLUSION: 

With current advent of cloud computing, rising 

number of applications of content distribution is 

considering a switch towards cloud-based services, 

for improved scalability as well as lower cost. We 

adapt Lyapunov optimization techniques of hybrid 

cloud, to jointly resolve best possible content 

replication as well as load distribution problems. 

The significant challenge for cloud-ward move of 

content distribution application is efficient 

replication of contents and sends off requests 

across numerous cloud data centres, in addition to 

provider’s existing private cloud, with the intention 

that superior service response time is assured and 

only modest functioning expenditure is incurred. 

Some of the traditional works have advocated best 

possible application migration to clouds; however 

none of them focus on assuring of cost 

minimization by dynamic algorithm. We design a 

dynamic control algorithm to place contents and 

dispatch requests within a hybrid cloud system 

spanning geo-distributed data centres that reduces 
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general operational expenditure ultimately, subject 

to the constraints of service response time.  
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